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What a wonderful job the children did on Wednesday evening sharing the message of the true
meaning of Christmas - the birth of our Savior!  Thank you for helping your child to learn his/her part
and for making it possible for him/her to be in attendance.  If you would like to watch the service
again or share it with a friend or family member, here is the link -
https://www.youtube.com/MessiahStCharles .  (The link has been repaired.)

Religion
God sent Jesus, His Son, to be our Savior.  He
helps us joyfully prepare our hearts for Jesus.
Just as the shepherds and Wise Men told
everyone they saw about Jesus, God wants
us to tell others about Jesus also.

Memory Work
There will be no memory work assignment for
next week.  The memory work assignment for
the Third Quarter will be sent home next
week.

Math
Included in today’s folder is a letter from the
publishers of our math curriculum that will
help you see how your child is learning to
identify the tens and ones in two-digit
numbers.  We are also using the symbols
> greater than, < less than, and = equals to
compare teen numbers.

Cold Weather
With the colder weather comes chapped lips
and dry skin.  The children may bring a tube
of chapstick and/or hand cream to school.
They will keep these items in their backpack
and use them before or after recess.

Reading
The test for Lesson 13 will be on Monday.
We will not begin Lesson 14 until we return
in January.  However, please read every day
during the break!

Social Studies
In Social Studies, we learned how people use
and save resources. A resource is anything
that people can use. Some of Earth's
resources that we learned are soil, trees, and
water. We can save resources by conserving
and recycling.

Spanish
We learned several more daily routines this
week. Desayuno - I eat breakfast. Me lavo
la boca - I brush my teeth. Voy a la escuela -
I go to school. We’re also reviewing the
numbers - uno - one, dos - two, tres - three,
quatro - four, and cinco - five.

Science
Our lungs help our body breathe.  The lungs
trade air with the blood.  They  take carbon
dioxide and other things out of our blood and
give back fresh oxygen.  The diaphragm is a
strong muscle under the lungs that helps
them work.

https://www.youtube.com/MessiahStCharles


continued...

Book It!
Congratulations to Walker who completed 10
books and received his certificate for a
personal pan pizza!

Spelling
The next spelling test will not be until
Thursday, January 11th.

Christmas Break
Besides reading every day during the break,
you can practice spelling, grammar skills, and
handwriting by writing a sentence or two
daily in a journal or sending thank you notes
for gifts received.  When writing, please be
sure that your child uses D’Nealian letters and
forms them from top to bottom and left to
right.

Hav� � wonder�� weeken�!  Sta� war� i� Go�’� lov�!
Remember tha� Jesu� i� th� reaso� for th� seaso�!




